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 Chapter Four: Story of a Network 
 

 
The telling of stories from the networks is a powerful tool for communication about what LifeSPAN does.  We have 
learned that many Lifetime Members, corporate partners and media sponsors have been attracted to LifeSPAN through 
hearing stories about networks that inspire them, touch their hearts, and express what is possible. 
 

Kelly's Network 

When Sue attended The Good Life Workshop presented by Vickie Cammack and Al Etmanski of PLAN three years ago, 
life was looking pretty good for her son, Kelly, then 25. Locally, Kelly has strong family ties: his mom and step-dad in 
Redmond, dad and step-mom in Issaquah and two brothers and a sister-in-law. He also has a job he enjoys with AtWork! 
in Bellevue and a stable and supportive environment in an Adult Family Home. 

The workshop struck a chord with Sue, who had already been thinking about Kelly’s life and what it might look like after 
she was gone. She wanted the peace of mind that there would be people involved in Kelly’s life who would keep his good 
life in place… and find ways to enrich it further. The idea that planning for the future improves lives today also resonated 
with her; maybe with a Personal Network of Support for Kelly she could fulfill her own dream to travel more as she got 
older. 

So Sue took two courageous steps, first joining the founding board of LifeSPAN to bring the PLAN model to Washington 
and then starting Kelly’s Personal Network of Support. 

Kelly’s first network meeting was upbeat and positive. It was hosted in January by his mom and step-dad and facilitated 
by Stacey. Kelly was delighted to be the center of attention and discussion; participants included his family, a former 
teacher, a high school friend, a family friend and a neighbor. The network members shared how they knew Kelly and a 
word to describe him, including “smiling,” “inspirational” and “music man.” There was discussion of some of Kelly’s 
interests, including the Seattle Mariners, fireworks and Elvis. Some of the winter chill outside was set aside with cookies, 
hot beverages, and a chance for network members to chat and enjoy a bit of Kelly’s favorite music. 

 

Kelly and Stacey at Kelly’s first network meeting. 

The results of the gathering are exciting. During the April meeting members will learn about Kelly’s medical needs and 
how to move around in the community with him. July will bring a birthday celebration! An activity calendar will be started 
so Kelly can spend time with network members outside of meetings. 

Kelly’s family is deeply excited about this great beginning to a new adventure and looks forward to a richer, more varied 
life for Kelly now and in the future. His mom is delighted at what this network will provide for his life. 

 


